
Dear shimmering girls –  
 
On Saturday, we did a version of the Belly Meditation.  What a wonderful 
feeling in the room!  You connected with shining truth: how tremendously 
loved you are and how incredibly worthy you are.    
 
So here is the write-up of the task I gave you: to do this meditation every day.   

 You can do this on your own.  With a little practice, you will remember 
most of the steps. You can also ask someone to guide you through it, 
pausing between steps.   

 

 If you don’t “feel much” from this meditation, keep it up anyway, because it 
is helping you anyway. You can “imagine into” the feeling of warmth, love, 
energy and connection.  Find what works best for you.  Follow your 
intuition.   

 

 It helps to do this at the same time every day. I like doing it when I wake 
and before I fall asleep.   

 

 You could keep your stone by your bed as a gentle reminder to do the 
meditation.  You might enjoy keeping your stone in your pocket as 
reminder that you are always completely loved and accepted, that you are 
worthy and wonderful. 

 
When we meet on Saturday, December 5, I’ll check in with you on how you’re 
doing. Contact me any time if you have a question or need encouragement.   
 
Enjoy! 
 
SHORT FORM, DAILY BELLY MEDITATION: 

 Lie down with stone on belly. 

 Relax, noticing how Mother Earth supports and loves you. 

 Notice where your mind is resting in your body. 

 Allow your mind to travel to your belly.   

 Let your awareness rest in your belly. 

 Notice that love is streaming into your belly from everything in the room. 

 Allow the warmth and light of that streaming love to gather in your belly. 

 Allow that love to spread through your whole body. 

 If you like, send that love out, as far as you enjoy. 

 End when you are ready 



DAILY BELLY MEDITATION 

 Lie down in a place where you can relax.  Or sit if you prefer. 

 Place your stone on your belly, 2 or 3 inches below your navel. 

 Breathe in and out deeply, three times.  With each exhale, your body 
relaxes into your bed [or wherever you are resting]. 

 Notice how Mother Earth supports you.  For instance, you are held by your 
bed, which is held by the floor, which is held by the pillars and walls of the 
basement, which rests on the Earth.  The Earth holds you, loves you and 
accepts you, completely and always….  Enjoy that feeling of being held 
and loved by the Earth and know that is always true. 

 Now “feel into” your body.  Notice where your mind is [where your 
consciousness is, where there is energy, where you feel “you” is in your 
body]. [pause] 

 From that place where your mind now rests, imagine that there is an 
elevator [or tunnel or path or a rainbow – whatever works for you] leading 
to your belly.  The elevator door opens, your mind steps in, the door 
closes, and the elevator carries you to your belly.  The doors open, and 
there you are, in your belly, below your stone. 

 Allow your mind to rest in your belly.  Breathe into that place. [pause] 

 Now, imagine that everything in the room is sending love to where you are 
in the middle of your belly.  You may feel it streaming in as golden 
energy… warm light…  or just pure love and acceptance.  [pause] 

 Allow the love to gather in your belly.  You may feel a warm glow there.  
You may sense a glowing ball of light and warmth. 

 Allow the ball of love-light to grow in your belly. [pause] 

 Then invite the warm golden love to spread through your body. It may 
radiate out in all directions from your belly.  Or you may enjoy noticing it 
starting from your head and spreading downwards. [long pause] 

 Enjoy this as long as you like.  It is fine if you fall asleep while you are 
doing this. 

 Optional: Allow the love to radiate from you to the room, the whole house, 
your neighborhood, the city – as far as you enjoy. 

 


